
Rewrite using the underlined adjectives.

1. He is a rich man.
2. They are heavy bags
3. There are ten easy questions.
4. It is a long dress.
5. This is an interesting movie.

The man        __is poor__.
The bags        _______________.
The ten questions _________.
The dress       _______________.
This movie    _______________.

Look and circle the correct words.

1. (This / That / These / Those) shirt is expensive.
2. My sister likes (this / that / these / those) dolls.
3. (This / That / These / Those) car is Mr. Black’s.
4. Can I borrow (this / that / these / those) toys?
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Choose the correct adjectives.

1. There is a very long giraffe in the zoo. It is (short / tall).
2. It is (cold / hot/ outside. Wear your thick coat.
3. The movie was (boring / interesting). I fell asleep.
4. The rabbit is (fast / slow). I can’t catch it.
5. They are (safe / dangerous) dogs. Don’t go near them.
6. I’m carrying a (light / heavy) suitcase. I need help.



Write the adverbs.

1. Slow  __slowly__
2. Safe    ________
3. Fast    ________
4. Quiet  ________
5. Loud  ________
6. Noisy ________

7. Gentle    ________
8. Sudden  ________
9. Simple   ________
10. Lucky    ________
11. High       ________
12. Serious ________

Choose and complete the sentences.

loudly   carefully   brightly   much   high   early   

1. The rabbit hops very __high__.
2. She is carrying a hot mug ________ to the table.
3. My math class starts ________ in the morning.
4. The phone is ringing ________ in the bedroom.
5. The students are smiling ________.
6. Don’t eat too ________ before lunch.

Unscramble and write the sentences.

1. high / flies / The parrot / really  __The parrot flies really high__
2. Drink / I / too / much cola                        _____________________
3. Is / His answer / wrong / completely    _____________________
4. trees / Snakes / very / climb / quickly _____________________
5. sings / Grandpa / beautifully / very      _____________________
6. popular / The singer / quite / is             _____________________



Look and match to complete the sentences. 

1. The tiger looks 
2. The sofa is 
3. The lemon tastes 
4. The idea sounds 

1. 2. 3. 4.

comfortable.
scary.
sour.
great.

Correct the underlined words.         if  there’s no mistake.

1. Her new watch looks expensively. ___expensive___
2. This orange juice taste sourly.         __________________________
3. He looks at the picture quietly.       __________________________
4. Your idea sounds greatly to me.     __________________________
5. She hurt her hand badly.                  __________________________
6. The rug feels very roughly.              __________________________
7. That house is beautifully.                 __________________________

Complete the sentences.

Be        taste        smell        feel        look 

1. __Smell__ this cookie! It __smells__ nice.
2. _____ these pasta. Do they _____ too salty?
3. _____ at the village in the picture. It _____ peaceful.
4. Mrs. Mandy _____ a good cook. Her food _____ delicious.
5. I _____ my parents’ love. So, I _____ happy.


